In this paper the workspace analysis of reconfigurable hyper-redundant robotic arms using as modules lower mobility parallel platforms is presented. The modules of the reconfigurable robotic arm are the 3-legged translational UPU and orientational UPS parallel platforms. Each arm is composed of a large number of these modules having a very large number of degrees of freedom. New performance indices to characterize the workspace of such arms are defined and used to analyze their different configurations. Results of this analysis are presented in table and graphic forms and the corresponding best designs are identified. All possible arm assembly configurations with two, three, and four parallel platform modules and one configuration with five parallel platform modules have been taken into consideration, analyzed and compared.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, modular robots were increasingly proposed as means to develop reconfigurable and self-repairable robotic systems [1] . To perform impromptu custom tasks, increase the payload to weight ratio, and, in cases of emergency, self-repair, future inter-planetary robots and manipulation systems need to incorporate modularity and self-reconfiguration capabilities. Modular robots utilize many autonomous units, or modules, that can be reconfigured into a vast number of designs. Ideally, the modules will be homogeneous, small, and self-contained. The robot can change from one configuration to another by manual reassembly, or by itself. Self-reconfiguring robots adapt to a new environment or function by changing shape. Modules must interact with one another and cooperate in order to realize self-reconfiguration. Also, modular robots can repair themselves by removing and replacing failed modules. Since one self-reconfigurable modular robot can provide the functionality of many traditional mechanisms, they will be especially suited for space and planetary exploration, where payload mass must be kept minimum. Because they promise self-reparability and virtually limitless functionality, future selfreconfigurable modular robots are expected to be cheaper and more useful than current robot mechanisms in space missions.
In this project we investigate the use of 3-legged parallel platforms as joint modules of reconfigurable robots. Parallel platforms are currently being used in many applications as multi-degree of freedom systems with high rigidity, high payload to weight ratio, high precision and low inertia [2, 3] . These properties are also desired characteristics for the joint modules of reconfigurable robots. Six-legged, six degrees-offreedom (DOF) parallel platforms have been used as joint modules of reconfigurable robots in [4] and reported in [3] . Different types of reconfigurable robots with variable geometry truss modules such as parallel-like manipulators have been proposed by other researches (e.g. Hughes et all [5] ; Miura et all [6] ; Chirikjian and Burdick [7] ; Lichter et all [8] ). However, the high number of DOF and of actively controlled joints per module increases complexity and cost. In addition, a purely 3 DOF translational or spherical motion would require activation of all six module legs which means increase in energy consumption. Lately, a special type of 3-legged parallel platforms [9] has received a lot of attention because of its simple design and its pure 3-DOF translational motion with constant orientation. This platform could be combined with 3-legged, 3 DOF parallel platforms modules with purely spherical motion so that they form hybrid kinematic chains with decoupled translation and orientation [10] . Figure 1 shows an example of such a hybrid system. In this example a two-arm reconfigurable robotic system is formed from a sequence of 3 DOF translational and orientational parallel platform modules. In previous work we performed the optimal design and workspace analysis of each one of the two parallel platforms used as modules for this reconfigurable robotic system [11, 12] . The translational platform with universal (U), prismatic (P), and universal (U) joints at each leg is also called the 3-UPU parallel platform module. The orientational platform with universal, (U), prismatic, (P), and spherical, (S) joints at each leg is also called the 3-UPS parallel platform module.
The workspace of a manipulator is defined as the set of all points in space that the manipulator can reach with at least one orientation. It gives information about the region in which the manipulator can operate. However, it does not indicate other kinematic characteristics such as dexterity and manipulability at each point. A reachable point can be characterized by a few indices. The manipulability measure was defined by Yoshikawa [13] as a scalar value given by the square root of the determinant of the product of the Jacobian matrix with its transpose. The condition number of the Jacobian has also been used to define the kinematic characteristic of a manipulator at a point in the workspace [14] . As this number gets close to 1 the manipulator is called isotropic. A critique of these indices is performed by Angeles and his research group [15, 16, 17] . Gosselin and Angeles [18] proposed a global condition index based on the condition index of the Jacobian matrix. However, these measures depend on the joint parameters of the manipulator and it is known that most of the time, a position and orientation can be reached with more than one set of joint parameters. This is especially true for a redundant manipulator. That is why Lee [19] used the dexterous solid angle [20, 21] to define the workspace dexterity volume as an integral of the dexterous solid angle over the whole workspace volume.
In this paper the workspace analysis of reconfigurable hyper redundant robotic arms using as modules lower mobility parallel platforms is presented. The modules of the reconfigurable robotic arm are the 3-legged translational UPU and orientational UPS parallel platforms. Each arm is composed of a large number of these modules having a very large number of degrees of freedom. New performance indices to characterize the workspace of such arms are defined and used to analyze their different configurations. Results of this analysis are presented in table and graphic forms and the corresponding best designs are identified. All possible arm assembly configurations with two, three, and four parallel platform modules and one configuration with five parallel platform modules have been taken into consideration, analyzed and compared.
2.
KINEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF THE ARM In this paper we are studying a hybrid hyper-redundant robot arm that is an open loop kinematic chain, composed of translational and orientational parallel platform modules. A parallel platform module is chosen as the base of the robotic arm. The next platform module is added with its base plate on top of the moving plate of the previous platform. The process is continued until the total number of parallel platform modules for that specific assembly that is being analyzed has been reached. As an example, a 5-module reconfigurable hyperredundant robotic arm with a total number of 15 DOF is presented in Figure 2 . In this paper the 3-UPU Translational platform is called T and the 3-UPS orientational/Rotational is called R. So, in Figure 2 the TRTRT arm has as components, starting from the base, translational-orientational-translationalorientational-translational platform modules.
For the purpose of determining the position and orientation of the end-effector of the open loop robotic arm, coordinate systems are defined for both parallel platform modules. For the UPU translational platform module, shown in Figure 3 , two parallel coordinate systems are defined: a fixed frame and a moving frame. The fixed frame, Ox a y a z a , is defined linked to the base plate of the parallel platform with the origin at the center of the base triangle, the x axis going through the first corner of the triangle, the z axis perpendicular on the triangle's plane oriented upward, toward the moving plate, and the y axis such that to obtain a right hand Cartesian coordinate system. The moving frame, Ex b y b z b , has the origin at the center of the moving plate. TRTRT Robotic Arm For the UPS orientational platform module, shown in Figure 4 , two coordinate systems are defined: a fixed frame and a moving frame. The fixed frame, Ox a y a z a , has the origin at the center of the triangular base plate. Its x axis is oriented toward the fist corner of the triangle, the z axis is perpendicular on the triangle's plane toward the rotation center (the center of the central spherical joint), and the y axis is chosen to obtain a right-hand Cartesian coordinate system. The moving frame, Ex b y b z b , has the origin at the center of the moving triangular plate. The x axis is oriented toward the first corner of the triangle, the z axis is perpendicular on the triangle's plane, away from the rotation center, and the y axis is chosen to obtain a right-hand Cartesian coordinate system. In (0, 0, 0) orientation the two coordinate frames are parallel with each other. The kinematic analysis of the 3-UPU parallel platform was performed by Tsai [2, 9] and used by us for optimal design [11] . In determining a random position of the moving frame of the parallel platform, the inverse kinematics is used. Constraints for physical limitations of the linear actuators and universal joints are taken into consideration. Also, interference between various parts of the platform is verified. The kinematic analysis of the 3-UPS parallel platform was performed by Tsai [9] and used by us in optimal design of the module [12] . In determining a random orientation of the moving frame of the parallel platform the inverse kinematics is used. Constraints of the linear actuators and universal and spherical joints are considered. Also, interference between various parts of the platform is verified. When the open loop robotic arm is assembled the direct kinematics is used to determine the position and orientation of the moving frame of the last added platform with respect to the arm's base frame. The building of the robotic arm starts by selecting a base module of the type specified by the arm pattern (translational or orientational) with a random position/orientation. The base coordinate frame of the first module is taken as the robotic arm's base coordinate system. The next step is to add the next module with a random position/orientation on top of the previous module. The coordinates of the corners of the base and moving plates of the added module are determined with respect to the robotic arm's base coordinate system. The interference between the added module and the previous module/modules is verified. The procedure is explained in Section 4 of this paper. If an interference is detected another attempt to add a new module in a random position/orientation is made. The step of adding a new module is repeated until the full arm assembly is completed. Each added module is checked for intersection with all previous modules.
For the full arm assembly the position and orientation of the end-effector are determined. The end-effector's position and orientation are taken as the position of the origin and orientation of the moving coordinate frame of the last module in the robotic arm's base coordinate system.
3.
PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS TOOLS This section defines the performance indices used in this work to perform the workspace characterization of the modular robotic arms. The dexterous solid angle concept is the basis for the definitions of performance indices for hyper-redundant robot manipulators used in this paper. Figure 5 The Dexterous Solid Angle Figure 5 shows a point in the workspace of a redundant manipulator that can be reached by two or more configurations (Configuration 1 and Configuration 2). A service sphere is defined around the point. A redundant manipulator would reach that point in more than one configuration and intersect the service sphere in more than one point. The points where the manipulator intersects the service sphere are called service points. The set of all service points on the sphere form a service region. The Dexterous Solid Angle, D(x), is defined as the ratio of the total area of the service regions, A R (x), to the area of the service sphere, A S , at the point x of the end-effector [20] .
where r is the radius of the service sphere. The dexterous solid angle of parallel platforms is not defined by a continuous function, so it can not be integrated analytically. For this reason numerical methods are used. The procedure starts with defining an enclosure box that includes all the workspace points. The enclosure box can be initially a cube with the edge length twice the maximum length of the robotic arm. The program can be run once with a lower resolution and determine the actual limits of the workspace and then use those limits to define the enclosure box. The enclosure box is divided into x y z N ×N ×N equal volume boxes (Figure 6) . N x is the number of boxes on the side of the enclosure box parallel with x coordinate axis, N y the number of boxes on the side of the enclosure box parallel with the y axis, and N z the number of boxes on the side of the enclosure box parallel with the z axis. Figure 6 Enclosure Box For each small box, an orientation sphere of unit radius is defined and divided into P Q × equal area patches, in latitude and longitude ( Figure 7) . P is the number of strips in longitude and Q in the number of strips in latitude. The values of P and Q are determined by the resolution in degrees that you want to achieve for a patch that is positioned at the "Equator" of the orientation sphere. For example, for a 4°x4° resolution you need P=90 strips in longitude and Q=45 strips in latitude. The strips are equally spaced in longitude. The angles at which the sphere is divided into strips in latitude are defined by Equation 2, which is derived from the condition that the area of each patch is 1 P*Q of the total area of the sphere. the workspace volume (V W ) determines the volume of the space that can be reached by the end-effector in at least one orientation. As all the linear dimensions are normalized with respect to the maximum length of the legs which is is taken as one unit (u), the workspace volume is determined in cubic units (u 3 ). It is calculated as the sum of the volumes of the boxes with at least one point reached by the end-effector or as the ratio of the reached boxes over the total number of boxes multiplied with the volume of the enclosure box:
2. the dexterous workspace volume (V WD ) shows how much of the reachable/workspace volume is also dexterous. It is defined as the integration of the dexterous solid angle over the whole workspace volume. It is calculated as the ratio of the number of reached patches to the total number of patches in reached boxes, multiplied with the workspace volume:
the dexterity index (I D ) shows what percentage of the reachable volume is also dexterous. It is calculated as the ratio of the number of reached patches over the total number of patches in reached boxes multiplied with 100:
the workspace volume with a certain dexterity (V i ) is defined as the volume of the space where the dexterous solid angle has at least a certain value. It is calculated as the ratio of the number of boxes with at least K i reached patches over the total number of boxes in the enclosure box, multiplied with the volume of the enclosure box. It can also be defined in index form as a percentage of the number of boxes with a certain dexterity out of the total number of boxes reached by the endeffector. In this work three values for the number of patches K i (i = 100, 500, and 1000) were considered:
where, K is the total number of boxes reached by the end-effector; D i is the total number of patches in the box i reached by the end-effector; K 100 is the number of boxes in which the end-effector reached at least 100 patches; K 500 is the number of boxes in which the end-effector reached at least 500 patches; K 1000 is the number of boxes in which the end-effector reached at least 1000 patches;
3-D MODULES INTERFERENCE
In determining the workspace of each orientational or translational platform the positions where intersection between different parts of the same platform occurred have been determined and those points were excluded from the workspace. This was done in the process of inverse kinematics. By stacking two or more platforms to obtain a modular robotic arm (besides the intersection between parts of each platform) there are situations when the platforms interfere with each other. 
Figure 8 Component Triangles
For the 3-D platform modules intersection both orientational and translational modules are defined as composed from eight triangles. Figure 8 shows Figure 9 Platforms Interference An example of such interference is shown in Figure 9 12 , and B 13 corners were not represented in the figure as they are in the same plane with A 21 , A 22 , and A 23 corners). The base and moving plates corresponding to the same platform are filled with the same pattern. Also, the base plate of the top platform and the moving plate of the bottom platform are in the same plane and their centers coincide. The moving plate of the bottom platform is tilted at some angle relative to its base platform. Consequently, the base plate of the top platform is tilted to the same angle, relative to the base plate of the bottom platform. For a bigger value of this angle it is possible that the two base plates intersect each other in a posture that is not possible from the practical point of view. This is why these configurations need to be excluded form those that define the workspace of the modular robotic arm.
5.
COMPUTATION ALGORITHM The algorithm starts with the definition of the enclosure box limits and the grid resolution for the position and orientation. A binary array is defined to store information about the reached boxes. Another binary array is defined to store information about the orientation patches that are reached by the end-effector. All the elements of the two arrays are initialized with 0 (FALSE) values.
For a certain assembly the program builds the robotic arm and determines the position and orientation of the end-effector as explained in kinematics section. The corresponding workspace box that includes the end-effector's position is marked ON. From the orientation of the end-effector (the orientation of the z axis of the moving frame of the last module) the latitude and longitude are determined and the corresponding orientation patch is marked ON.
The algorithm of determining a new successful robotic arm configuration repeats for 200,000 times. Then all the boxes and patches marked ON are counted.
The cycle of determining a set of 200,000 random successful robotic arm positions starts over. It stops when the ratio of the number of new added patches during a cycle over the total number of reached patches drops bellow a predefined relative value (e.g. 0.0002%). The "200000 times" number is just of matter of the computer speed and the workspace resolution. It is a trade-off between how much do you like the computer to work on finding new successful configurations and how much time to work on counting the total number of reached patches. The search resolution, the 0.0002% number, allows you to stop the algorithm when less that 0.0002% of the total number of patches have been added to the total number of reached patches after a new count. From running the program for different arm configurations we observed that the reached patches search is actually exhaustive as the number of new found patches drops suddenly to zero after a big enough number of cycles.
The program determines: -the total number of boxes reached by the end-effector. This is used to calculate the workspace volume, V w , using the formula (3b); -the total number of reached patches. This is used to calculate the dexterous workspace volume, V WD , and the dexterity index, I D , using formulas (4b) and (5), respectively; -the total number of patches reached in each box, that is used to plot the arm's workspace. The color with which the points in the workspace are plotted reflects the number of orientation patches reached in each box or the dexterous solid angle (see section 6); -the total number of boxes where the number of orientation patches reached is above a specific value. In this work the boxes with 100, 500, and 1000 patches were considered. These numbers are used to calculate the workspace volumes with a certain dexterity (V 100 , V 500 , V 1000 ) using formulas (6 a, b and c); -the limits of the workspace in x, y, z Cartesian coordinates; -the limits of the latitude and longitude that can be reached; -the most dexterous box. The data is used to plot the service region at that point. Some examples are shown in the next section.
6.
RESULTS All possible assemblies with 2, 3 and 4 platform modules and one configuration with 5 platform modules have been analyzed and compared. The limitation in workspace resolution was mainly given by the memory limit of the computer used. Information about the patches reached is stored in a matrix implemented as a regular C array. If the matrix is too large it will not be store entirely in the RAM memory but the operating system will use the virtual memory to store parts of it. Since the virtual memory resides on the hard-drive, the access to the matrix entries will be significantly lower. We have chose to lower the resolution of the program so that we could get results in a reasonable amount of time. Of course, if enough time is at hand the resolution can be increased. The orientation resolution was maintained the same for all configurations that have at least one orientation module. In Table 1 the arm assemblies are grouped by the number of platform modules. For the two platform arm assemblies there are 4 possibilities: RR, RT, TR, and TT. For the three platform arm assemblies there are 9 possibilities, and for the four platform there are 16 possible cases. Table 1 shows the values of three performance indices for each analyzed assembly. The workspace volume is presented both as a percentage of the search volume and as a physical volume. For the physical volume the lengths used have been normalized by dividing then with the maximum leg length of the platform modules. These results can be used in two different ways for design purposes. One can select the actuators and joints, calculate the maximum length of the assembled leg and then determine the actual workspace volume for a specific arm configuration. Also, given a specific workspace volume and dexterity, one can select a robotic arm assembly, determine the maximum leg length to enclose the required workspace volume, and select the proper actuators and joints. As an example, after selecting the type of the arm assembly the workspace volume (V W ) is given in cubic units. These units are the maximum leg length of the parallel platforms modules. By equalizing the workspace volume of the arm assembly (V W ) with the task's workspace volume the exact value of the units is determined and implicitly the maximum length of the platforms' legs. Having the maximum length of the leg the linear actuators and the joints can selected.
The dexterous workspace volume is presented as a percentage of the workspace volume and as a physical volume. The workspace volume with a certain dexterity was determined as a percentage of the workspace volume and as a physical volume. This index can be used in situations when a certain dexterity (percentage of the orientation sphere) is necessary in all points of the workspace. More information about the workspace resolution and performance indices can be found in reference [23] . Table 2 presents the workspace limits and the orientation limits for each configuration. It can be seen that the orientation limits are smaller than the bare multiplication of the individual orientation limits with the total number of orientational platform modules in a specific configuration. This orientation reduction/limitation is due to platform-platform interference. Figure 10 2 Platform Modules TT Assembly From Table 1 it can be seen that using the workspace volume as the evaluation criterion, for the two platform modules the best is the TT assembly. The modular robotic arm is shown in Figure 10 and the workspace in Figure 11 . Due to the lack of orientation platforms the dexterous workspace volume can not be discussed for this platform. Taking the dexterous workspace volume as the evaluation criterion the best is the TR configuration. Pictures of all analyzed assemblies, and plots of their workspace and service region of the most dexterous point for each assembly are included in [23] . Figure 11 2 Platform Modules TT -Workspace For the 3 platform modules assembly the largest workspace volume is obtained by the RTT configuration and the largest dexterous workspace volume is obtained by the TTR configuration. Figure 12 shows the TTR arm assembly. Figure 13 shows the workspace plot of this platform. To get a representation of the workspace, the centers of reached boxes were plotted using MATLAB TM . The same coordinate system limits were used for all configurations to provide a relative view of the size of the workspace. The colors of the points correspond to the dexterity of the robotic arm at that specific point (the number of different patches on the orientation sphere that can be reached by the end-effector at that location). The number in the color bar represent how many patches out of 8100 can be reached by the end-effector at that specific location. In the picture only half of the workspace is shown to present the dexterity inside the workspace volume. Figure 14 shows the service region for the most dexterous point for the TTR arm assembly. The plot comprises a sphere divided in patches of equal area, in latitude and longitude. In the plot the patches that can be reached by the end-effector are filled with blue color. The unreachable patches have only the contour drawn. Figure 12 3 Platform Modules TTR Assembly Figure 13 3 Platform Modules TTR -Workspace Figure 14 3 Platform Modules TTR -Service Sphere For the four platform modules assemblies the largest workspace volume is given by RTTT assembly and the largest dexterous volume is given by RTTR assembly. The RTTR assembly is shown in Figure 15 . Its half workspace is shown in Figure 16 and the service sphere of the most dexterous point is shown in Figure 17 . For the RTTR configuration a higher value of the dexterous workspace volume is mainly due to a bigger number of points with high dexterity against the fact that the workspace volume is reduced (see Table 1 ). Figure 15 4 PlatformModules RTTR -Assembly Figure 16 4 PlatformModules RTTR -Workspace Figure 17 4 PlatformModules RTTR -Service Sphere Out of all configurations that have been studied in this work, using the dexterous workspace volume as the comparison criterion, the RTTR is the best configuration. It outperforms even the TRTRT five platform modules assembly (see Table 1 ).
7.
CONCLUSIONS This paper presented performance indices to characterize the workspace of hybrid, hyper-redundant manipulators and the analysis and comparison of robotic arms using parallel platforms as modules. New performance indices for hyperredundant manipulators are defined. Performance indices that describe the workspace volume, the workspace volume and dexterity, and the workspace volume with a certain dexterity were defined, described and explained how are they calculated. An analysis using these performance indices was performed for all possible two, three, and four platform modules assemblies and one five platform modules assembly. The values for all performance indices are presented in table forms and the best designs are identified. Suggestions about how to use these tables for the selection of a certain assembly for a task are also made. Using as comparison criterion the dexterous workspace volume, was shown that the best assembly among the two platform modules assemblies is the TR. For the three platform modules the best design is the TTR assembly and for the four platform modules the best design is RTTR assembly. The RTTR assembly even outperforms a five platform modules assembly, the TRTRT. For these designs plots showing the workspace and the service sphere for the best orientation position are also presented. 
